
 4th Grade Science
Dear teacher,

Science, especially for the younger students, should rely heavily on observation and discussion.  Many times children notice

things that adults miss, but likewise, many times adults can clarify the questions that children have.  As such, both teacher and

child are able to be scientists together. 

The text chosen as a guide for this course is Handbook of Nature Study by Anna Botsford Comstock.  It was chosen not for its

Christian worldview or because it avoids talk of evolution, for neither are true of the text.  Instead, it was chosen because of its

unwavering zeal for observation of nature.  In the observation of nature, even the youngest child can see the wonder and beauty

of God's creation. 

Do not use the text as a student textbook.  Even a handbook of nature study can soon become an obstacle between students

and their observation of nature, for soon the student relies on the words they see rather than the nature they can observe.  As a

teacher, however, it is many times helpful to arm yourself with additional information, especially when it comes to teaching the

students the correct vocabulary of nature observation.

Enjoy your study of God's creation!

Link to 4th Grade Text

Week 1
Topics:

Creation

Days of Creation

Day 4

Words to Remember:

Create(d)

Called (as in "named")

Genesis 1�1-5 (review from 1st grade)

Genesis 1�6-8 (review from 2nd grade)

Genesis 1�9-13 (review from 3rd grade)

Genesis 1�14-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read Genesis 1, then reread Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade)

(Teacher resource) Read The Meaning of Day

(Teacher resource) Read Did God create in 6 days or billions of years?

(Teacher resource) Read On the fourth day

Materials:

Bible

Black board, white board, or something upon which to make lists with students

Blank paper or Creation chart template (link below in Suggested Daily Schedule)

Coloring/drawing tools (Crayons, colored pencils, markers, etc.

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1:

Read Genesis 1

(Class activity) Discuss:

What does the word CREATE mean?

Have some examples ready if the students don't know: If I put Legos together, what did I do?  If I draw a picture,

what did I do?  Feel free, if time allows, to have students demonstrate any of these things.  In coming days/weeks,
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you can reference how when we create things we have to go step by step, but when God created, with the

exception of creating man, He spoke things into being rather than having to go step by step.

What does the word CALLED mean?

Have some examples ready if the students don't know: What do your parents call you? (son, daugther, by my

name) So, you are called (insert child's name).  Feel free to use other examples.

(Class activity) Write out what was created on each day as it was recorded in the Bible passage you just read

(Individual activity) Referencing the list you made, draw/color the 7 days of creation- be sure to practice your numbers

and label the days!

Click here for a chart template you can print and copy for the students

Day 2: Read Genesis 1�14-19

Begin memorizing these verses (you have all year to get it done, but the sooner they get it done the better as then you

can have them recite it at the beginning of each Science session)

Have students get out or finish their drawings from the previous class session

(Class activity) Discuss:

What existed before creation? (verses 1-2) 

Look for answers like God, nothing, dark, etc.  If you aren't getting any answers, read it again, make a list of the

words they hear, and then work through that list to help them think about what existed before creation.

What did God make on the 4th Day? (verse 14-19)

Have students look at their drawings

Make a list of words on the board- feel free to reread the passage if need be- of the things God created on the 4th

day

Reference your previous discussion of the words CREATE(D) and CALLED

Ask the students again, "Which of these did God CREATE?"

Which of these things did God CALL (name)?

Week 2
Topics:

Astronomy

Astronomers

Tools of astronomy: sextant

Words to Remember:

Astronomy

Ptolemy

Copernicus

Tycho Brahe

Johannes Kepler

Galileo

Isaac Newton

Sextant

Heliocentric

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade)

(Teacher resource) Famous Astronomers- with notes

(Student resource) Famous Astronomers

(Teacher resource) Make a simple sextant

(Student resource) Sextant observation sheet

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Famous Astronomers sheet

Pen or pencil

30 cm wooden ruler (smaller is ok, but must be at least 16 cm long)

protractor

tape

string

washer or paper clips
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compass (for determining directions)

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1:

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Primary source readings

Ptolemy

Copernicus

Copernicus 2

Galileo (this one is quite long- perhaps just use exerpts)

Kepler

Hand out Famous Astronomers sheet

Have the students practice taking notes

As they read, have them underline the following

Tools he used in his study of Astronomy

What he contributed to Astronomy

These facts may not be in all of the readings, so feel free to fill in the gaps using your Famous Astronomers

sheet with notes

Students should record notes from the teacher and the readings on their Famous Astronomers sheet (there will

be a quiz next week!)

In all, students should have the following on their note sheets

Name of Astronomer

When he lived

Where he lived

Tools he used

What he contributed to Astronomy

Day 2: Tools of Astronomy: Sextant

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Discuss tools of modern Astronomy:

Telescope

Show drawings from Galileo's observations through the telescope

Compare those to a picture from the New Solar Telescope

Before Galileo popularized/improved the telescope and long before Hubble, there was the sextant (and other tools)

Sextant (use information from Make a Simple Sextant handout)

What it is

How it was used

Build a Sextant

Link to Procedure

Sextant observation sheet for students

Week 3
Topics:

Galaxy

Words to Remember:

Galaxy

Milky Way

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade)

(Teacher resource) The Knowledge of the Night

(Teacher resource) Night sky (video)

(Teacher resource) The Solar System

(Student resource) Galileo's Milky Way Observations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 816-817

(Teacher/student resource) How big is the Milky Way?

(Teacher/student resource) Model of the Milky Way project

Materials:

Bible 
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Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Black construction paper

Pencil or white crayon

Glue (glue sticks probably work better than liquid glue)

Glitter (or sand)

Old newspapers to work on

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1:

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Primary source reading:

Galileo's Milky Way observations

Discuss and define:

What did Galileo see? (If you get answers like "stars," help the students probe deeper)

How did Galileo make his observations? (with a telescope- remember, this was new and revolutionary!)

Galaxy: a system of millions or billions of stars, together with gas and dust, held together by gravitational

attraction. (ORIGIN late Middle English (originally referring to the Milky Way): via Old French from medieval Latin

galaxia, from Greek galaxias (kuklos) ‘milky (vault),̓  from gala, galakt- ‘milk.̓ )

Nebula: a cloud of gas and dust in outer space, visible in the night sky either as an indistinct bright patch or as a

dark silhouette against other luminous matter. (Latin: mist)

Milky Way: galaxy in which our Sun is located

How big is the Milky Way?

Have students point out the comparisons used in the article (p. 4 of PDF)

Day 2: A Model of the Milky Way (activity, due to drying time, will extend to following week)

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Make a model of the Milky Way:

Work on some old newspaper. On the black construction paper, draw a rough sketch of our galaxy, the Milky Way using a pencil (or white

crayon). Our galaxy is a spiral galaxy with five arms. The center is a dense disk containing many older stars.

Put glue along the lines of your galaxy drawing.

Sprinkle glitter (or sand) on the paper. Tilt the paper onto some newspaper to shake off the loose glitter (or sand).

You now have a picture of the Milky Way galaxy, the galaxy where we live - each grain of glitter (or sand)

represents a single star (like our Sun).

When your galaxy dries, label each arm of the galaxy:

The arms of the Milky Way are named for the constellations that are seen in those directions. The major arms of the Milky Way galaxy

are the Perseus Arm, Sagittarius Arm, Centaurus Arm, and Cygnus Arm; our Solar System is in a minor arm called the Orion Spur. The

central hub (or central bulge) contains old stars and at least one black hole; younger stars are in the arms, along with dust and gas

that form new stars.

Week 4
Topics:

Stars- overview

Words to Remember:

Meridian

Zenith

Ecliptic

Celestial poles

Celestial sphere

Celestial equator

Right ascension

Declination

Absolute Magnitude

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade)

Weeks 1-3 Quiz

Weeks 1-3 Quiz Key

(Teacher resource) Telling Time with the Stars
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(Teacher resource) Counting the Stars

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-820

(Teacher/student resource-video) Getting Oriented in the Night Sky (see below)

(Teacher/student resource-video) Magnitude Basics (see below)

(Teacher/student resource-video) Measure Distance in the Sky (see below)

(Teacher resource) Stargazing Glossary (for words from the videos)

(Teacher/student resource) Model of the Milky Way project

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Computer on which to watch videos

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Looking at the Stars- overview

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Finish Model of Milky Way Galaxy (especially the last step)

When your galaxy dries, label each arm of the galaxy:

The arms of the Milky Way are named for the constellations that are seen in those directions. The major arms of the Milky Way galaxy

are the Perseus Arm, Sagittarius Arm, Centaurus Arm, and Cygnus Arm; our Solar System is in a minor arm called the Orion Spur. The

central hub (or central bulge) contains old stars and at least one black hole; younger stars are in the arms, along with dust and gas

that form new stars.

Watch Getting Oriented in the Night Sky

Take notes on/define:

Meridian

Zenith

Ecliptic

Celestial poles

Celestial sphere

Celestial equator

Right ascension

Declination

Check for understanding of these concepts once the video is over (he defines the concepts pretty quickly)

Day 2: Looking at the stars- overview

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Quiz over Weeks 1-3

Watch Understanding Magnitudes

Take notes on/define:

visual magnitude

absolute magnitude

integrated magnitude

surface brightness

Check for understanding

Watch Measuring Distance in the Night Sky

Check for understanding

Week 5
Topics:

North Star

Words to Remember:

North Star

Getting Oriented with the Night Sky

Understanding Magnitudes

Measuring Distance in the Night Sky
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Polaris

Pole Star

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Telling Time with the Stars

(Teacher resource) Counting the Stars

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-820

(Teacher/student resource) There's More to the North Star than Meets the Eye

(Teacher resource) Hubble Telescope

(Teacher/student resource) Christopher Columbus journal extracts-1492

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

A state map

A quarter

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: North Star- overview

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read exerpts from Christopher Columbus' journal from 1492

Discuss:

What tools did Columbus use in his voyage?

How did stars, especially the North Star, influence his journey?

Day 2: The North Star- more than meets the eye

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read There's More to the North Star than meets the eye

Discuss:

What is the Hubble Telescope?

According to the news release from 2006, what did the Hubble Telescope reveal about Polaris (the North Star)?

More than meets the eye experiment

Figure out a location about 19 miles from where you are located using the state map

Place a quarter on it's edge as far away from you as possible (across the room if inside, down the sidewalk, etc. if

outside)

Now, imagine that quarter was 19 miles away (at the location you mapped out earlier)

To scale, as stated in the article, that is 2 billion miles

Note: 1 light year is 6 trillion miles

Note: While it is generally thought that Earth is 434 light years from Polaris, a new study says it is actually only 323

light years away

Bonus math lesson: how many miles is Earth from Polaris? (use either estimated distance)

Week 6
Topics:

Autumn Constellations

Words to Remember:

Cygnus

Aquila

Lyra

Hercules

Vega

Deneb

Altair

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work: 
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Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Autumn Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)- there will be an Autumn constellations quiz in 4 weeks

Constellations with Pictures- p. 20, 13, 4, 17

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Lyra, Cygnus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing West around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Lyra and Cygnus

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Lyra and Cygnus from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Aquila, Hercules

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing West around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Aquila and Hercules

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Aquila and Hercules from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Week 7
Topics:

Autumn Constellations

Words to Remember:

Piscis Austrinus

Capricornus

Vega

Deneb

Altair

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Autumn Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil
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Something on which to take notes (paper)- there will be an Autumn constellations quiz in 2 weeks

Constellations with Pictures- p. 9, 2, 22

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Piscis Austrinus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing Southwest around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Piscis Austrinus

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Have students figure out what piscis austrinus means in Latin (southern fish)

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know what the name means, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Capricornus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing Southwest around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Capricornus

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Capricorn from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 8

Topics:

Autumn Constellations

Words to Remember:

Andromeda

Pegasus

Vega

Deneb

Altair

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Autumn Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)- there will be an Autumn constellations quiz in the coming weeks

Constellations with Pictures- p. 2, 22

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Andromeda

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation charts for Nearly Overhead and Facing NE around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Andromeda

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look? 
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Read Andromeda from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Day 2: Pegasus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation charts for Nearly Overhead and Facing NE around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Pegasus

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Pegasus from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 9
Topics:

Autumn Constellations

Words to Remember:

Ursa Minor

Cepheus

Vega

Deneb

Altair

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Autumn Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)- there will be an Autumn constellations quiz next week

Constellations with Pictures- p. 30, 11, 10, 23

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Ursa Minor

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing Northeast around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Ursa Minor

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Ursa Minor from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?
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Day 2: Cepheus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing Northeast around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Cepheus

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Cephus from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Study: There will be a quiz in two weeks about the Autumn constellations

Week 10
Topics:

Autumn Constellations

Words to Remember:

Cassiopeiae

Perseus

Vega

Deneb

Altair

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Autumn Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)- there will be an Autumn constellations quiz next week

Constellations with Pictures- p. 10, 23

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Cassiopeiae

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation charts for Facing NE around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Cassiopeiae

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Casseopia from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Study: There will be a quiz next week about the Autumn constellations

Day 2: Perseus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation charts for Facing NE around 9 pm in mid-Autumn, specifically at Perseus

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look? 
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Read Perseus from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Study: There will be a quiz next week about the Autumn constellations

Week 11
Topics:

The moon- phases

Words to Remember:

(Note: Numbers correspond to numbers on Modern Moon Phase Illustration)

New Moon (1): the phase of the moon when it is in conjunction with the sun and invisible from earth. 

Waxing Crescent (2)

Waxing: have a progressively larger part of its visible surface illuminated, increasing its apparent size. ORIGIN Old

English weaxan, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch wassen and German wachsen, from an Indo-European root shared

by Greek auxanein and Latin augere ‘to increase.̓

Crescent: the curved sickle shape of the waxing or waning moon.  ORIGIN late Middle English cressant, from Old French

creissant, from Latin crescere ‘grow.̓  The spelling change in the 17th century was due to the influence of the Latin.

First Quarter (3): ORIGIN Middle English : from Old French quartier, from Latin quartarius ‘fourth part of a measure,̓  from

quartus ‘fourth,̓  from quattuor ‘four.̓

Waxing Gibbous (4)

Waxing: have a progressively larger part of its visible surface illuminated, increasing its apparent size. ORIGIN Old

English weaxan, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch wassen and German wachsen, from an Indo-European root shared

by Greek auxanein and Latin augere ‘to increase.̓

Gibbous: having the observable illuminated part greater than a semicircle and less than a circle.  ORIGIN late Middle

English : from late Latin gibbosus, from Latin gibbus ‘hump.̓

Full Moon (5): the phase of the moon in which its whole disk is illuminated.

Waning Gibbous (6)

Waning: have a progressively smaller part of its visible surface illuminated, so that it appears to decrease in size. 

ORIGIN Old English wanian [lessen,] of Germanic origin; related to Latin vanus ‘vain.̓

Gibbous: having the observable illuminated part greater than a semicircle and less than a circle.  ORIGIN late Middle

English : from late Latin gibbosus, from Latin gibbus ‘hump.̓

Third Quarter (7)

ORIGIN Middle English : from Old French quartier, from Latin quartarius ‘fourth part of a measure,̓  from quartus ‘fourth,̓

from quattuor ‘four.̓

Waning Crescent (8)

Waning: have a progressively smaller part of its visible surface illuminated, so that it appears to decrease in size. 

ORIGIN Old English wanian [lessen,] of Germanic origin; related to Latin vanus ‘vain.̓

Crescent: the curved sickle shape of the waxing or waning moon.  ORIGIN late Middle English cressant, from Old French

creissant, from Latin crescere ‘grow.̓  The spelling change in the 17th century was due to the influence of the Latin.

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Our Created Moon (45 min. video)

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher resource) Moon

(Teacher resource) The Moon: Faithful Witness in the Sky

Materials:

Bible
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Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Galileo's Moon Phases

Modern Moon Phase Illustration

Sidereus Nuncius

Autumn Constellations Quiz

Autumn Constellations Quiz- Key

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Naming the Phases (Why are the phases called as they are?)

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Modern Moon Phase Illustration as you define the names of the phases.  Inquire of the students as you go

word by word why those words were used to describe that particular phase.

Define: (Note especially the origin of the words as they help clarify why the phases are named as they are)

New Moon (1)

Waxing Crescent (2)

First Quarter (3)

Waxing Gibbous (4)

Full Moon (5)

Waning Gibbous (6)

Third Quarter (7)

Waning Crescent (8)

Day 2: History of the phases

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Take Autumn Constellations Quiz

Read Sidereus Nuncius

Read at least p. 6 (beginning at "About ten months ago...") through the page after p. 7.  Students will of course benefit

from reading the entire excerpt, but if time constraints do not allow the entire excerpt to be read, those four pages will

give students an idea of Galileo's moon observations.

Look at Galileo's illustration of the moon's phases

Look at Modern Moon Phase Illustration

Discuss:

Aristotle (alive 384-322 BCE) said that the heavens, moon included, were a realm of perfection.  Thus, the surface of

the moon could have no blemishes- it was perfectly smooth.  How do Galileo's (alive 1564-1642) observations cause

problems for those who ascribed to Aristotle's line of thinking?

How do Galileo's moon phases compare to the modern moon phases?

Which phases did Galileo draw?

Week 12
Topics:

The moon- phases

Words to Remember:

(Note: Numbers correspond to numbers on Modern Moon Phase Illustration)

New Moon (1): the phase of the moon when it is in conjunction with the sun and invisible from earth.

Waxing Crescent (2)

Waxing: have a progressively larger part of its visible surface illuminated, increasing its apparent size. ORIGIN Old

English weaxan, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch wassen and German wachsen, from an Indo-European root shared

by Greek auxanein and Latin augere ‘to increase.̓

Crescent: the curved sickle shape of the waxing or waning moon.  ORIGIN late Middle English cressant, from Old French

creissant, from Latin crescere ‘grow.̓  The spelling change in the 17th century was due to the influence of the Latin.

First Quarter (3): ORIGIN Middle English : from Old French quartier, from Latin quartarius ‘fourth part of a measure,̓  from

quartus ‘fourth,̓  from quattuor ‘four.̓

Waxing Gibbous (4)

Waxing: have a progressively larger part of its visible surface illuminated, increasing its apparent size. ORIGIN Old

English weaxan, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch wassen and German wachsen, from an Indo-European root shared
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by Greek auxanein and Latin augere ‘to increase.̓

Gibbous: having the observable illuminated part greater than a semicircle and less than a circle.  ORIGIN late Middle

English : from late Latin gibbosus, from Latin gibbus ‘hump.̓

Full Moon (5): the phase of the moon in which its whole disk is illuminated.

Waning Gibbous (6)

Waning: have a progressively smaller part of its visible surface illuminated, so that it appears to decrease in size. 

ORIGIN Old English wanian [lessen,] of Germanic origin; related to Latin vanus ‘vain.̓

Gibbous: having the observable illuminated part greater than a semicircle and less than a circle.  ORIGIN late Middle

English : from late Latin gibbosus, from Latin gibbus ‘hump.̓

Third Quarter (7) ORIGIN Middle English : from Old French quartier, from Latin quartarius ‘fourth part of a measure,̓  from

quartus ‘fourth,̓  from quattuor ‘four.̓

Waning Crescent (8)

Waning: have a progressively smaller part of its visible surface illuminated, so that it appears to decrease in size. 

ORIGIN Old English wanian [lessen,] of Germanic origin; related to Latin vanus ‘vain.̓

Crescent: the curved sickle shape of the waxing or waning moon.  ORIGIN late Middle English cressant, from Old French

creissant, from Latin crescere ‘grow.̓  The spelling change in the 17th century was due to the influence of the Latin.

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Our Created Moon (45 min. video)

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher resource) Gravity: The Mystery Force

(Teacher resource) Moon

(Teacher resource) The Moon: Faithful Witness in the Sky

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Aluminum foil

Soccer ball

Light source (a bright flashlight will work best)

Table or desk

Moon phase drawing chart

Galileo's Moon Phases

Modern Moon Phase Illustration

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Naming the Phases (Why are the phases called as they are?)

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

New Moon (1)

Waxing Crescent (2)

First Quarter (3)

Waxing Gibbous (4)

Full Moon (5)

Waning Gibbous (6)

Third Quarter (7)

Waning Crescent (8)

Science Activity:

Have students wrap a soccer ball in aluminum foil- try to get the foil as smooth as possible (this is your moon)

Place the moon on a table.  You may have to wedge something around it to keep it from rolling

Give each student a Moon Phase drawing chart

Have one student hold a bright light on one side of the moon (the light is the sun)- students will have to take turns

holding the light as each student will need to observe the phases

Turn out the main lights in the room

Have students walk slowly around the soccer ball and observe the changes (students may need to do this more than

once)
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Students can change places as the sun so each student has the opportunity to observe the phases

Once all the students observe the phases, have them draw the phases (you may do this with the teacher as the sun

so students can draw and observe at the same time or turn the lights back on and have them remember what they

saw, but having the teacher as the sun and having the students draw as they observe is another opportunity to teach

students observation skills)

Discuss:

What was the flashlight? (the sun)

What was the soccer ball? (the moon)

From what vantage point were you observing the phases? (from Earth)

Were you able to see all of the phases?

What did you notice about the phases as you moved?

Is there any difference between the phases you drew and the computer produced moon phase illustration you looked

at last session?  If so, what are the differences?

How do your drawings compare to Galileo's drawings?

Day 2: The moon and tides

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

New Moon (1)

Waxing Crescent (2)

First Quarter (3)

Waxing Gibbous (4)

Full Moon (5)

Waning Gibbous (6)

Third Quarter (7)

Waning Crescent (8)

Read:

The Solar System: Earth and Moon

Take notes:

Identify facts about the Earth and Moon in the article

Discuss:

Make a list of facts from your notes

Why are each of these facts important?

Week 13
Topics:

The moon- exploration

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher resource) The Moon Creation and Composition: The Apollo Missions

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Apollo 11 Summary

NASA Apollo 11 Onboard Recordings

Apollo 11 Lunar Surface Journal

Note many links do not work, but links that do work are indicated in the suggested daily schedule below

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: The Apollo Missions 
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Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Explore:

Apollo 11 Crew

Neil Armstrong's suit (pictures)

Apollo 11 Video footage

Moon surface videos

Apollo 11 Onboard food storage

Apollo 11 Ham Sandwich

Apollo 11 Earthrise from Moon

Apollo 11 Lunar sample container

Apollo 11 Set up American flag

Apollo 11 Splashdown (return to Earth)

Discuss:

What was the goal of the Apollo missions?

What did they accomplish?

Day 2: Moon exploration

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Apollo and the Origin of the Moon- ICR broadcast from 25th Anniversary

Week 14
Topics:

The planets- overview

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

planet: a celestial body moving in an elliptical orbit around a star. ORIGIN Middle English : from Old French planete,

from late Latin planeta, planetes, from Greek planētēs ‘wanderer, planet,̓  from planan ‘wander.̓

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher resource)

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Planet image cards

Roll of toilet paper

Scissors

Ruler

Large room, hallway, or outdoor space (large enough for the length of 56.1 sheets of toilet paper)

Measure of Planets chart (it is recommended you use the smaller scale)

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: History of planetary discovery

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Discuss:

Think of a way to remember the names of all the planets in order from closest to the Sun to furthest from the Sun 
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Read: Chapter 10 of Nicholas Copernicus' De Revolutionibus

View: Planet diagram from De Revolutionibus

Discuss: On the Revolutions (De Revolutionibus) was published around 1543. 

What did he propose in relation to the planets?  (they revolve around the sun)

Do you remember why this was controversial? (the Catholic Church believed The Bible stated the Sun revolved

around the Earth)

What planets did Copernicus mention?  What details does he give about the planets he mentions?

Day 2: Model of the Planets

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Build a model of the planets

Cut out the planet image cards

Choose a point at one end of the hall, room, or a point out of doors for placement of the Sun.

Using the planet measure chart, roll out and tear off the appropriate length of toilet paper for each planet. 

Place the appropriate planet image at the end of each toilet paper length.

Discuss:

What do you observe?

Does anything surprise you?

Discuss how many sheets of toilet paper you would need if you used the larger scale!

Look at the real numbers- can you fathom that kind of distance?

Week 15
Topics:

The planets- Mercury

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher/student resource) Mercury- The tiny planet that causes big problems for evolution

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Highlighter

 Mercury- The tiny planet that causes big problems for evolution

Notes Chart

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Mercury

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Discuss:

Where is Mercury?

What do you notice about Mercury? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations

Read: Begin reading  Mercury- The tiny planet that causes big problems for evolution

Have students highlight facts about Mercury as they go along

Day 2: All about Mercury

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19 
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Review:

Have students recall their observations about Mercury from the previous session, both observations from the planets

diagram and from the reading thus far.

Continue reading  Mercury- The tiny planet that causes big problems for evolution

Have students highlight facts about Mercury as they go along

Once they are done with the article, have them fill in the Notes Chart with facts about Mercury

Week 16
Topics:

The planets- Venus

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher/student resource) Mercury- The tiny planet that causes big problems for evolution

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Highlighter

The Solar System: Venus

Venus: A surprise for evolutionists

Notes Chart

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Venus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Discuss:

Where is Venus?

What do you notice about Mercury? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations

Read: Begin reading  The Solar System: Venus

Have students highlight facts about Venus as they go along

Day 2: All about Venus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

Have students recall their observations about Venus from the previous session, both observations from the planets

diagram and from the reading thus far.

Continue reading  The Solar System: Venus

Have students highlight facts about Venus as they go along

Once they are done with the article, have them fill in the Notes Chart with facts about Venus

Discuss:

What is unique/interesting about Venus?

How does Venus compare to Mercury? (Feel free to have students use their notes sheet

Listen to Venus: A surprise for evolutionists 
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Discuss:

What about Venus is troublesome to/for evolutionists?

Week 17
Topics:

The planets- Earth

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 834-837

(Teacher/student resource) Earth was created for life

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Highlighter

Earth was created for life

The Earth Itself

Notes Chart

Aliens and the Bible

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Earth

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Discuss:

Where is Earth?

What do you notice about Earth? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations)

Read: Earth was created for life and The Earth Itself

How is Earth different from other planets? 

Using the facts given about the other planets and Earth, surmise and write down facts about Earth on the Notes

Chart

Day 2: Vulcans and Klingons

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

Have students recall their observations about Earth from the previous session, both observations from the planets

diagram and from the readings.

Watch:

SD That's a Fact - 37 Extraterrestrial Life from Institute for Creation Research on Vimeo.

Read: Aliens and the Bible

Discuss:

What is troubling about the obsession with aliens or extraterrestrial life? 
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What is the truth about aliens and extraterrestrial life?  How do we know?

Week 18

Topics:

The planets- Mars

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 834-837

(Teacher/student resource) The Solar System: Mars

(Teacher resource) The Curious Case of Martian Mania

(Teacher resource) Pictures of Mars explorations

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Highlighter

The Solar System: Mars

Mars: Red Planet

Notes Chart

3 canning jars

Sand

Salt

Yeast

Baking powder

Sugar

Pitcher of warm water (for day 2 of experiment)

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Mars

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Discuss:

Where is Mars?

What do you notice about Mars? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their observations)

Read: The Solar System: Mars

Discuss:

How is Mars different from other planets? 

Using the facts given about the other planets and Mars, surmise and write down facts about Mars on the Notes Chart

Day 2: Exploring Mars and Martians 

https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=18
https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=18
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http://www.icr.org/article/solar-system-mars/


Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

Have students recall their observations about Mars from the previous session, both observations from the planets diagram

and from the reading.

Exploring Mars

Many expeditions have been sent to explore Mars looking for signs of life.  The following is similar to experiments the Viking

probes did on Mars to search for signs of life. (The Viking experiments added nutrients to Martian soil samples and monitored the reactions-a

brief, quick reaction indicated the presence of non-living chemicals, while a slow and continuous reaction would suggest that a life-form was multiplying. In

your experiment, which jar contained something living? The question of life on Mars is still being pursued. Instead of looking for huge plants or animals,

scientists have now turned their search toward the possibility that microscopic bacteria may live-or may have once lived-on the Red

Planet. From http://athena.cornell.edu/kids/home_08.html) 

Fill each glass one-third full of sand.

Number each jar.

Measure two spoonfuls of salt into #1, two spoonfuls of baking powder into #2, and two spoonfuls of yeast into #3.

Refrigerate the jars overnight, so that they are cold like Mars.

The next day, mix a half cup of sugar into a pitcher of warm tap water. Pour equal amounts of sugar water into each of the

jars.

Look for signs of life! What happens in each of the jars?

Discuss:

Do these experiments prove or disprove life on Mars?

What are some factors that may impact the results? (Sand may have had bacteria in it, temperature changes may not

accurately reflect conditions on Mars, etc.)

Bottom line, can scientists be incorrect even if an experiment might appear to tell them what they want to hear (or show

them what they want to see)?

Read (or summarize for students): 

Mars: Red Planet

Discuss:

What are some different examples of people hoping there is or was life on Mars?

Why do people want there to be life on Mars?

Did God create life on Mars?  How do we know?

Week 19
Topics:

The planets- Jupiter

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 834-837

(Teacher/student resource) The Solar System: Jupiter

(Teacher/student resource) Jupiter's moons- list

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Highlighter

The Solar System: Jupiter 

https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=19
https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=19
http://athena.cornell.edu/kids/home_08.html
https://wittenbergacademy.box.com/s/ht7knqc4gay7qqdj6frb
https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=19
http://www.icr.org/article/solar-system-jupiter/
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/joviansatfact.html
http://www.icr.org/article/solar-system-jupiter/


Jupiter's moons and Earth's moon-picture

Jupiter's moons- list

Map or globe (for students to note distances between locations to compare to the radius of Jupiter's moons)

Notes Chart

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Jupiter

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Discuss:

Where is Jupiter?

What do you notice about Jupiter? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations)

Read: The Solar System: Jupiter

Discuss:

How is Jupiter different from other planets? 

Using the facts given about the other planets and Jupiter, surmise and write down facts about Jupiter on the Notes Chart

Day 2: Many Moons

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

Have students recall their observations about Jupiter from the previous session, both observations from the planets

diagram and from the reading.

Observe:

View picture of Galilean moons compared to Earth's moons

What do you observe?

Read (or summarize for students): 

Give students the Jupiter's moons list

Discuss:

Make observations about the mass and radius of the different moons

Have students make comparisons between the radii of Jupiter's moons and other objects (football fields, distances

between cities, etc.)

Have students note a different comparison for each moon with a listed radius

If time and ambition allow, students could also make comparisons between the mass of the moons and the mass of known

objects

Note: Visual Geometric Albedo is the amount of light reflected by the moon

Week 20
Topics:

The planets- Saturn

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

(Teacher resource) The Moon Creation and Composition: The Apollo Missions

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil


https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=20
https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=20
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Something on which to take notes (paper)

compass

glitter

glue

paper plates

ruler

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Saturn

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Where is Saturn?

What do you notice about Saturn? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations)

Read: The Solar System: Saturn

Discuss:

How is Saturn different from other planets? 

Using the facts given about the other planets and Saturn, surmise and write down facts about Saturn on the Notes

Chart

Day 2: Saturn's rings and James Clerk Maxwell

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read: Biography- James Clerk Maxwell

Discuss:

How did Maxwell become interested in science? (he was curious, he explored, he observed creation, etc.)

What did his interest in science lead him to discover or accomplish?

How is Maxwell related to our study of Saturn?

Science activity: Make a model of Saturn (from https://summit.cecs.ucf.edu/v2/w2file.php?id=216 This is not an

endorsement of this site or its content)

Find the center of a paper plate using a ruler and mark the center.

In the center of the plate, use a compass to draw a circle with a 7.5 cm diameter.

Label the circle “Saturn”

Draw a second circle with a 12.5 cm diameter.

Draw a third circle with a 20 cm diameter.

Apply glue over the area between the two outer circles. Sprinkle glitter over the glued areas to show ring features

Week 21
Topics:

The planets- Uranus

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

The Solar System: Uranus PDF 

https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=21
https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=21
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https://wittenbergacademy.box.com/s/arlgcpyi51x6650y0fa2


Nature Reveals God's Protection PDF

The Solar System PDF

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Uranus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Where is Uranus?

What do you notice about Uranus? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations)

Read: The Solar System: Uranus

Discuss:

How is Uranus different from other planets? 

Using the facts given about the other planets and Uranus, surmise and write down facts about Uranus on the Notes

Chart

Day 2: Ice Giants and Gas Giants

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Discuss: The article about Uranus said it was an ice giant instead of a gas giant.  What is an ice giant? (Note to students

that many scientists still categorize Uranus as a gas giant)

Read: Nature Reveals God's Protection

Read: The Solar System (the whole thing or just excerpts about the gas giant/ice giant- there is also a helpful footnote at

the bottom)

Write: Compiling the information gathered, make a list of characteristics of gas giants and a list of characteristics of ice

giants.  Circle all the similarities on the lists and then discuss.

Week 22

Topics:

The planets- Neptune

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Mercury: ORIGIN: from Latin Mercurius, from merx, merc- ‘merchandise.̓

Venus: ORIGIN: Latin

Earth: ORIGIN Old English eorthe, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch aarde and German Erde

Mars

Jupiter: ORIGIN: Latin, from Jovis pater, literally ‘Father Jove.̓

Saturn: ORIGIN: from Latin Saturnus, perhaps from Etruscan

Uranus:

Neptune: ORIGIN: from Latin Neptunus

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 857-859

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Neptune: Monument to Creation PDF

The Solar System PDF

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: All about Neptune

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

View planets diagram

Where is Neptune?

What do you notice about Neptune? (no specific answers, you simply want students to observe and report their

observations)

Read: Neptune: Monument to Creation (through page 2)

Discuss:


https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=22
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How is Neptune different from other planets? 

Using the facts given about the other planets and Neptune, surmise and write down facts about Neptune on the

Notes Chart

Day 2: Neptune does not exist

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read: Neptune: Monument to Creation (page 2-6)

Discuss:

Why do evolutionists say Neptune does not exist?

If you list the "facts" as to why Neptune doesn't exist next to the facts you discussed last session, which are easier

to believe?

Week 23
Topics:

Winter Constellations

Words to Remember:

Taurus

Orion

Sirius

Betelgeuse

Aldebaran

Procyon

Rigel

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Winter Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Constellations with Pictures- p. 21 and 29

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Orion

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing SSW around 9 pm in mid-Winter, specifically at Orion

Discuss:

Like what do the constellations look?

Read Orion- the great hunter from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Taurus

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing Facing SSW around 9 pm in mid-Winter, specifically at Taurus

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Taurus- the bull from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 



https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=23
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Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 24
Topics:

Winter Constellations

Words to Remember:

Gemini

Auriga

Pollux

Capella

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Winter Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Constellations with Pictures- p. 16 and 6

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Gemini

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Nearly overhead around 9 pm in mid-Winter, specifically at Gemini

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Gemini- the twins from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Auriga

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Nearly overhead around 9 pm in mid-Winter, specifically at Auriga

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Auriga- the charioteer from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 25
Topics: 

https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=24
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Meteors and Falling Stars

Words to Remember:

Meteor

Meteor shower

Meteoroid

Radiant

Falling star

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

The Perseids

Paper

Glitter

Glue

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Meteors and Meteor showers

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read The Perseids

Discuss:

What is a meteor?

What is a meteor shower?

What is a radiant?

What is a meteoroid?

What is another name for falling star?

What conditions are best to view meteor showers?

Day 2: Making a meteor (coming soon)

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

What is a meteor? A meteor is a piece of debris (called a meteoroid) that slams into the earth s̓ atmosphere at high

speed and burns up from air friction. This burning causes the flash of light that we call a meteor (or falling star or

shooting star). There s̓ no real danger of being hit, because meteoroids burn up at an altitude of 50 miles or more. In

most cases the meteoroids arenʼt much bigger than a grain of sand. A meteoroid is a piece of an asteroid or a comet.

At a dark site typically you can see four or five meteors per hour almost any night.

Make a meteor (Teachers may choose to show students pictures of meteors before this project is commenced-

animated picture and Leonid meteor)

What is a meteor? What we see is a flash of light more commonly known as a falling or shooting star.  That flash of

light is caused when a piece of debris (a rock, etc.) slams into the earth's atmosphere and burns up.

With your pencil, sketch out a piece of debris hitting earth's atmosphere and burning.  You may draw from the

perspective of being here on earth (the focus will be on the tail/afterglow) or close to the point of impact (it will look

more like a ball of fire)

Our perspective of meteors is worth discussing- why would a meteor look different far away on earth vs. close up at

the point of impact?

Once your sketch is completed, use markers, glue, and glitter to highlight the burning from the air friction

Week 26
Topics:

Comets

Words to Remember:

Comet

Nucleus



https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=26
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Coma

Ion Tail

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

The Heavens Declare- Comets

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Comets

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read The Heavens Declare- Comets (only to the The Moon Is Still Alive heading)

Discuss:

What is a comet?

What are the parts of a comet? (anatomy of the comet)

How does a comet die?

What controversy surrounds comets? (The Oort cloud, etc.)

Why is this controversial and anti-science? (The observable evidence does not support the existence of the Oort

cloud)

For next time:

Have students research a famous comet

Hale-Bopp

ISON

Halley's

etc.

Day 2: Famous comets

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

What is a comet?

What are the parts of a comet?

Report:

When was the comet seen?

Where was it seen?

What are some interesting facts about the comet?

Week 27
Topics:

Lunar eclipse

Words to Remember:

Eclipse

Penumbra

Blood moon

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil 

https://wittenbergacademy.ethinksites.com/course/view.php?id=114&section=27
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Something on which to take notes (paper)

Total Lunar Eclipse 

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Observing a Lunar eclipse

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read Total Lunar Eclipse 

Discuss:

What are the different "phases" of a total lunar eclipse?

About how long does a total lunar eclipse last?

What are some suggestions for viewing a total lunar eclipse?

What else can you observe?

Bonus reading:

Blood moons

Day 2: Modeling a Lunar eclipse

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Review:

What is a lunar eclipse?

Science activity

Week 28
Topics:

Spring Constellations

Words to Remember:

Virgo

Bootes

Arcturus

Spica

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Spring Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Spring Constellations 1

Spring Constellations 2

Spring Constellations 3

Constellations with Pictures- p. 7 and 32

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Bootes

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing W/Overhead around 9 pm in mid-Spring, specifically at Bootes

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Bootes- the bear driver from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Virgo
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Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing W/Overhead around 9 pm in mid-Spring, specifically at Virgo

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Virgo- the virgin from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 29
Topics:

Spring Constellations

Words to Remember:

Leo

Ursa Major

Arcturus

Spica

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Spring Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Spring Constellations 1

Spring Constellations 2

Spring Constellations 3

Constellations with Pictures- p. 18 and 30

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Leo

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing SW around 9 pm in mid-Spring, specifically at Leo

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Leo- the lion from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Ursa Major

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing SW around 9 pm in mid-Spring, specifically at Ursa Major

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Ursa Major- the bear from Constellations with pictures

Discuss: 
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Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 30
Topics:

The Sun

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) The Greater Light to Rule the Day

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource)

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Map with scale (or globe)

Ruler

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: The Sun

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read: Not Just Another Star

Discuss:

What are some things about the Sun that are unique? (Make a list)

Why are each of these things important?

What unique features of the Earth complement the unique features of the Sun?

Day 2: The Sun- How big is the Sun?

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read: The Solar System- The Sun

Discuss:

Make a list of Sun facts from the article

How big is the Sun?

Science activity:

Based on the article, figure out how large the sun is (to do this, you will have to know how big the Earth is)

Once you have the size of the Sun, figure out how big the sun is in relation to different objects

For example, how many pieces of paper would you need to put next to each other to be as wide as the Sun?

Repeat for as many objects as you desire

Encourage students to try different sized objects, buildings, states, countries, etc.  If students seem stuck in a rut,

encourage them with questions or statements (name a country we have studied recently, name the buildings you have

been in recently, etc.)

Week 31
Topics:

The Sun

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19
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Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) The Greater Light to Rule the Day

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource)

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Computer

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Seeing the Sun

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read: The 3-D Sun (p. 1-3)

Discuss:

What is STEREO? (describe the actual machine, etc.)

What is STEREO's purpose? (the purpose of the mission)

Explore:

Have students explore the STEREO site.  Next class they will report their findings. You can assign a topic or just let them

explore.

How did STEREO get in space?

Spacecraft and Instruments

etc.

Day 2: STEREO Reports

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Students report what they learned about STEREO

Feel free to watch some of the movies from the web site.

Week 32
Topics:

In the news...

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) The Greater Light to Rule the Day

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource)

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Computer

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: In the news...

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Read: Quest for Goldilocks (this is a two-day article)

This article stems from recent discussion in scientific circles.  Use it as a review of what students have learned this year!  As

students read, have them highlight familiar concepts, facts, etc.

Discuss:

Have students report what they recalled when reading the article

Day 2: In the news... (continued) 
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Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Continue from previous session

Week 33
Topics:

Summer Constellations

Words to Remember:

Sagittaurius

Antares

Scorpius

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Summer Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Constellations with Pictures- p. 27 and 28

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Sagittaurius

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing SSE around 10 pm in mid-Summer, specifically at Sagittaurius

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Sagittaurius–The Archer from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellations?

Day 2: Scorpius

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Look at the Constellation chart for Facing SSE around 10 pm in mid-Summer, specifically at Scorpius

Discuss:

Like what does the constellation look?

Read Scorpio- the scorpion from Constellations with pictures

Discuss:

Have students recall the story after it is read.

Look again at the constellation chart. 

Discuss:

Now that you know the story, can you see that in the constellation?

Discuss:

What are the bright stars in the constellation?

Week 34
Topics:

Telling time with the sun

Words to Remember:
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Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Summer Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Scissors

transparent tape

a long sharpened pencil

Northern Hemisphere sundial template

Southern Hemisphere sundial template

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Know your location

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Discuss:

Just as the Church Year orders our days, throughout history, people have used God's creation to order their time and

location. 

These days, people who work outside are most familiar with using the signs and seasons as markers for time and location. 

Yet, all of us can use God's creation for these purposes!

How do you normally tell time? (watch, cell phone, ask someone, etc.)

If you are outside during the day, you can get a good estimate of what time it is by observing the location of the sun. 

Look at this diagram:
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Week 35
Topics:

Navigating with the stars

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Go outside on a day you can see the sun.  If the sun is straight above you, it is noon.  Depending on the time of year, if the

sun is off center to the east, it is sometime between 5 a.m. and noon.  If the sun is off center to the west, it is sometime

between noon and 9 p.m. 

Without looking at a time-keeping device, guess the time of day based on the position of the sun in the sky. 

Check a time-keeping device.  How close were you?

Test yourself at various times during the day over the next few days.  Do your guesses get closer to the actual time?

Day 2:

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Discuss:

The method of telling time that we explored on Day 1 gives us a general time of day (though, you can get pretty close with

the sun!).  If we want to have a more specific time of day, we need to utilize a time-keeping device.

Explore:

First, determine your latitude.  http://www.latlong.net/ is a helpful tool if you are unsure.

Next, use either the

Northern Hemisphere sundial template

Southern Hemisphere sundial template to build a sundial. 

Take your sundial outside during the day and test to see how accurate it is.

Discuss:

What are advantages and drawbacks of using the sun to tell time?
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Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Summer Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1: Ancient Exploration

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Discuss:

Long before GPS and other modern conveniences, people traveled long distances by using the sun, as we have learned, but

also the stars.  After all, if you were on a boat in the middle of the ocean, you many times were unable to just stop sailing at

night, especially if you were in the middle of the ocean.

Explore:

Visit http://exploration.marinersmuseum.org/type/ancient/

Be sure to choose the Tools tab and sort by Time Period

Which of these tools used by early travelers required the use of the stars?

How did they work?

Day 2:

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Write:

Write a Narrative in omniscient mode about an ancient sailor traveling at night using the tools available to him.

Week 36
Topics:

God's provision

Words to Remember:

Genesis 1�1-19

Textbook reference and written work:

Read/say Genesis 1�14-19 (verses 14-19 are the theme verses for 4th Grade

(Teacher resource) Summer Constellations

(Teacher resource) Handbook of Nature Study p. 818-833

(Teacher resource) Constellations with Pictures

Materials:

Bible

Blackboard, whiteboard, or something on which to make lists

Pen or pencil

Something on which to take notes (paper)

Suggested Daily Schedule:

Day 1:

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Discuss:

This year, you have learned about God's Fourth Day creation.

What were some of the things you learned? 
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What did you find particularly interesting or fascinating?

Day 2:

Read/say Genesis 1�1-19

Write:

Write an essay about how God provides for the crown of His creation, people, through his Fourth Day creation.




